EC Declaration of Conformity
Nr. 101 Version 01/05/31

Manufacturer: Siemens AG
Address: Siemens AG A&D SD
Frauenauracherstraße 80
91056 Erlangen

Product description: 6SE6440 Series - MICROMASTER
Part Number: 6SE6440-2xxxx-xDA0, -xEA0, -xF0
Product Issue Status: A.x

The products described above in the form as delivered is in conformity with the provisions of the following European Directives:


Compliance with the above standard is assured when the ac inverter is sold through „restricted distribution“ and installed in the „second environment“ (industrial power supply). It must be installed in accordance with the Operating Instructions.

Conformity to the Directives is assured through the application of the following standards:

Reference number
EN 61800 - 3

Reference number
EN 60204 - 1


This equipment could be incorporated into machinery or assembled with other machinery to constitute machinery as covered by the directive 89/323/EEC (modified). In such a case, it must not be put into service until the machinery into which it is to be incorporated has been declared in conformity with the provisions of the directive.

Conformity to the Directives is assured through the application of the following standards:

Reference number
EN 50178

Reference number
EN 60204 - 1

Place and date of issue: Erlangen, 31st May 2001
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M. Franke
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signature
signature

This declaration certifies the conformity to the specified directives but contains no assurance of properties. The safety documentation accompanying the product shall be considered in detail.